Although the asymptotic analyses for undirected network models based on the degree sequence have been greatly addressed recently, those for directed models remain open problems. In this paper, we provide for the first time a rigorous analysis of directed exponential random graph models using the in-degrees and out-degrees as sufficient statistics with binary or non-binary weighted edges. We establish the uniform consistency and the asymptotic normality for the maximum likelihood estimate despite of a growing number of parameters and only one realized observation of a random graph. One key technical step in the proofs is approximating the inverse of the Fisher information matrix by using a simple matrix with high-quality approximate errors. Along the way, we establish a geometrically fast rate of convergence for the Newton iteration algorithm to solve the maximum likelihood estimate. Numerical studies confirm our theoretical findings.
1. Introduction. Recent advances in computing and measurement technologies have led to an explosion in the amount of data with network structure, and they are being collected in a variety of fields including social networks [18, 26] , communication networks [1, 10, 2] , biological networks [43, 3, 30] , disease transmission networks [29, 40] and so on. This creates an urgent need to understand the generative mechanism of these networks and to explore various characteristics of the network structures in a principled way. Statistical models are useful tools to this end since they can capture the regularities of network processes and variability of network configurations of interests, and understand the uncertainty associated with observed outcomes [37, 38] . At the same time, data with network structure pose new challenges for statistical inference, in particular asymptotic analysis in which only one sample is observed and one is often interested in asymptotic background that the size of network becomes large [12] .
The in-and out-degrees of vertices (or degrees for undirected networks) preliminarily summarize the information contained in network data and their distributions provide important insights for understanding the generative mechanism of networks. In the undirected case, the degree sequence has been extensively studied [8, 6, 31, 49, 36, 21] . Its distributions are explored under the framework of the exponential family parameterized by the so-called "potentials" of vertices recently, i.e., "β-model" by [8] for binary edges or "maximum entropy models" by [21] for weighted edges in which the degree sequence is the exclusively sufficient statistic. The asymptotic theories of the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) in these models have not been derived until recently [8, 21, 47, 48] . In the directed case, how to construct and sample directed graphs with given in-and out-degree (sometimes referred to "bi-degree") sequences and related problems are studied in mathematical and physical literatures [11, 9, 25] , but statistical inference is little known, especially for asymptotic analysis. [39] study the distributions of the bi-degrees through empirical examples for social networks, but lack of substantial theoretical analysis.
Similar to the undirected case, we will study the distribution of the bi-degree sequence with it as the exclusively sufficient statistic. The Koopman-Pitman-Darmois theorem or the principle of maximum entropy [45, 44] force its probability mass function to admit the form of the exponential family. We will characterize the exponential family distributions for the bi-degree sequence with three types of weighted edges (binary, discrete or continuous) and make the maximum likelihood inference.
Notice that one out-degree parameter and one in-degree parameter are required to attach to the bi-degree of each vertex. As a result, the total number of parameters are twice of that of vertices. As the size of networks increases, the number of parameters goes to infinity. This makes asymptotic inference challenge. Establishing the uniform consistency and asymptotic normality of the MLE is the aim of this paper. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time to derive such results in directed exponential random graph models with weighted edges. We remark that our proofs are non-trivial. One key feature of our proofs is approximating the inverse of the Fisher information matrix by using a simple matrix with high-quality approximation errors. It is utilized to derive the geometrically fast rate of convergence in the Newton iterative algorithm to prove the uniform consistency and the approximately explicit expressions of the estimators to prove normality. Furthermore, the approximate inverse makes the asymptotic variances of estimators explicit and concision. We remark that [20] have looked at problems related to the present paper. This is explained at the end of the next section after we have stated our main theorems.
Next, we formally describe the models considered in this paper. Consider a directed graph G on n ≥ 2 vertices labeled by 1, . . . , n. Let a i,j ∈ Ω be the weight of the directed edge from i to j, where Ω ⊆ R is the set of all possible weight values, and A = (a i,j ) be the adjacency matrix of G. We consider three special cases: Ω = {0, 1}, Ω = [0, ∞) and Ω = {0, 1, 2, . . .}, where the first case is the usual binary edge. We assume that there are no self-loops, i.e., a i,i = 0. Let d i = j =i a i,j be the out-degree of vertex i and d = (d 1 , . . . , d n ) ⊤ be the out-degree sequence of the graph G. Similarly, define b j = i =j a i,j as the in-degree of vertex j and b = (b 1 , . . . , b n ) ⊤ as the in-degree sequence. The pair {b, d} or {(b 1 , d 1 ), . . . , (b n , d n )} are the bi-degree sequence. The density or probability mass function on G parameterized by exponential family distributions with respect to some canonical measure ν is
where Z(α, β) is the log-partition function, α = (α 1 , . . . , α n ) ⊤ is a parameter vector tied to the out-degree sequence, and β = (β 1 , . . . , β n ) ⊤ is a parameter vector tied to the in-degree sequence. This model can be viewed as a generation of the p 1 model without reciprocity effect to weighted edges and a directed version of the β-model. It can be also represented as the log-linear model [14, 15, 16] and the algorithm developed for the log-linear model can be used to solve the MLE. As explained by [23] , α i quantifies the effect of an outgoing edge from vertex i and β j quantifies the effect of an incoming edge connecting to vertex j. If α i is large and positive, vertex i will tend to have a relatively large out-degree. Similarly, if β j is large and positive, vertex j tends to have a relatively large in-degree. Note that
which implies that the n(n − 1) random variables a i,j , i = j are mutually independent and Z(α, β) can be expressed as
Since an out-edge from vertex i pointing to j is the in-edge of j coming from i, it is immediate that
Moreover, since the sample is just one realization of the random graph, the density or probability mass function (1.1) is also the likelihood function. Note that if one transforms (α, β) to (α − c, β + c), the likelihood does not change. Therefore, for identifiability, constraints on α or β are necessary. In this paper, we choose to set β n = 0. Other constraints are also possible, e.g., i α i = 0 or j β j = 0. In total, there are 2n − 1 independent parameters and the natural parameter space becomes
Model (1.1) can be served as null models for hypothesis testing such as [23, 15] and to reconstruct directed networks and make statistical inference in a situation in which the bi-degree sequence is only available due to privacy projection. For the remainder of the paper, we proceed as follows. In Section 2, we first introduce notations and key technical propositions that will be used in the proofs. We establish asymptotic results in the cases of binary weights, continuous weights and discrete weights in Subsections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. Simulation studies are presented in Section 3. We further discuss the results in Section 4. Since the technical proofs in Subsections 2.3 and 2.4 are similar to those in Subsection 2.2, we only show the proofs of the lemmas and theorems in Subsection 2.2 in Section 5 and the proofs in Subsections 2.3 and 2.4 as well as that of Proposition 1, are relegated to the Supplementary Material.
Main results.

Notations and Preparations
For a subset C ⊂ R n , let C 0 and C denote the interior and closure of C, respectively. For a vector x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ⊤ ∈ R n , denote by x ∞ = max 1≤i≤n |x i | the ℓ ∞ -norm of x. For an n × n matrix J = (J i,j ), let J ∞ denote the matrix norm induced by the ℓ ∞ -norm on vectors in R n , i.e.
In order to characterize the Fisher information matrix, we introduce a matrix class. Given two positive numbers m and M with M ≥ m > 0, we say the (2n − 1) × (2n − 1) matrix V = (v i,j ) belongs to the class L n (m, M ) if the following holds:
Clearly, if V ∈ L n (m, M ), then V is a (2n − 1) × (2n − 1) diagonally dominant, symmetric nonnegative matrix and V has the following structure:
where V 11 (n by n) and V 22 (n − 1 by n − 1) are diagonal matrices, V 12 is a nonnegative matrix whose non-diagonal elements are positive and diagonal elements equal to zero.
. We propose to approximate the inverse of V , V −1 , by the matrix S = (s i,j ), which is defined as
, i, j = n + 1, . . . , 2n − 1, where δ i,j = 1 when i = j and δ i,j = 0 when i = j. Note that S can be rewritten as
where
is an n×(n−1) matrix whose elements are all equal to −1/v 2n,2n , and
To quantify the accuracy of this approximation, we define another matrix norm · for a matrix A = (a i,j ) by A := max i,j |a i,j |. Then we have the following proposition, whose proof is given in the Online Supplementary Material.
where c 1 is a constant that does not depend on M , m and n.
Note that if M and m are bounded constants, then the upper bound of the above approximation error is on the order of n −2 , indicating that S is a high-accuracy approximation to V −1 . Further, based on the above proposition, we immediately have the following lemma.
Henceforth, we will use V to denote the Fisher information matrix of the parameter vector θ and show V ∈ L n (m, M ). In the next three subsections, we will analyze three specific choices of the weight set: Ω = {0, 1}, Ω = R 0 , Ω = N 0 , respectively. For each case, we specify the distribution of the edge weights a i,j , the natural parameter space Θ, the likelihood equations, and prove the existence, uniqueness, consistency and asymptotic normality of the MLE. We defer the proofs of the results in Subsection 2.2 to Section 5 and all other proofs in Subsection 2.3 and 2.4 to the Online Supplementary Material.
Binary weights.
In the case of binary weights, i.e. Ω = {0, 1}, ν is the counting measure, and a i,j , 1 ≤ i = j ≤ n are mutually independent Bernoulli random variables with
This probability distribution is the version of the p 1 model without reciprocal effect, originally proposed by [23] . The log-partition function Z(θ) is i =j log(1 + e α i +β j ) and the likelihood equations are
where θ = (α 1 , . . . ,α n ,β 1 , . . . ,β n−1 ) ⊤ is the MLE of θ andβ n = 0. Note that in this case, the likelihood equations are identical to the moment estimating equations. We first establish the existence and consistency of θ by applying Theorem 8 in the Online Supplementary Material. Define a system of functions:
Note the solution to the equation F (θ) = 0 is precisely the MLE. Then the Jacobin matrix F ′ (θ) of F (θ) can be calculated as follows. For i = 1, . . . , n,
and for j = 1, . . . , n − 1,
First, note that since the Jacobian is diagonally dominant with nonzero diagonals, it is positive definite, implying that the likelihood function has a unique optimum. Second, it is not difficult to verify that −F ′ (θ) ∈ L n (m, M ), thus Proposition 1 and Theorem 8 can be applied. Let θ * denote the true parameter vector. The constants K 1 , K 2 and r in the upper bounds of Theorem 8 are given in the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Take D = R 2n−1 and θ (0) = θ * in Theorem 8. Assume
Then we can choose the constants K 1 , K 2 and r in Theorem 8 as
where c 11 and c 12 are constants.
The following lemma assures that condition (2.3) holds with a large probability.
Lemma 3. With probability at least 1 − 4n/(n − 1) 2 , we have
Combining the above two lemmas, we have the result of consistency.
Theorem 1. Assume that θ * ∈ R 2n−1 with θ * ∞ ≤ τ log n, where 0 < τ < 1/24 is a constant, and that A ∼ P θ * , where P θ * denotes the probability distribution (1.1) on A under the parameter θ * . Then as n goes to infinity, with probability approaching one, the MLE θ exists and satisfies
Further, if the MLE exists, it is unique.
Next, we establish asymptotic normality of θ and outline the main ideas in the following. Let
denote the log-likelihood function of the parameter vector θ given the sample A. Note that F ′ (θ) = ∂ 2 ℓ/∂θ 2 , and V = −F ′ (θ) is the Fisher information matrix of the parameter vector θ. Clearly, θ does not have an explicit expression according to the system of likelihood equations (2.2). However, if θ can be approximately represented as a function of g = (d 1 , . . . , d n , b 1 , . . . , b n−1 ) ⊤ with an explicit expression, then the central limit theorem for θ immediately follows by noting that under certain regularity conditions
where g i denotes the ith element of g. The identity between the likelihood equations and the moment estimating equations provides such a possibility. Specifically, if we apply Taylor's expansion to each component of g − E(g), the second order term in the expansion is V ( θ − θ), which implies that obtaining an expression of θ − θ crucially depends on the inverse of V . Note
according to the previous calculation. Although V −1 does not have a closed form, we can use S to approximate it and Proposition 1 establishes an upper bound on the error of this approximation, which is on the order of n −2 if M and m are bounded constants.
Regarding the asymptotic normality of g i − E(g i ), we note that both d i = k =i a i,k and b j = k =j a k,j are sums of n − 1 independent Bernoulli random variables. By the central limit theorem for the bounded case in Loève (1977, p. 289), we know that v
Since e x /(1 + e x ) 2 is an increasing function on x when x ≥ 0 and a decreasing function when x ≤ 0, we have
In all, we have the following proposition.
, then for any fixed k ≥ 1, as n → ∞, the vector consisting of the first k elements of S{g−E(g)} is asymptotically multivariate normal with mean zero and covariance matrix given by the upper left k × k block of S.
The central limit theorem is stated in the following and proved by establishing a relationship between θ − θ and S{g − E(g)} (See details in the Online Supplementary Material).
Theorem 2. Assume that A ∼ P θ * . If θ * ∞ ≤ τ log n, where τ ∈ (0, 1/44) is a constant, then for any fixed k ≥ 1, as n → ∞, the vector consisting of the first k elements of ( θ − θ * ) is asymptotically multivariate normal with mean 0 and covariance matrix given by the upper left k × k block of S. Remark 1. By Theorem 2, for any fixed i, as n → ∞, the convergence rate ofθ i is 1/v
, the rate of convergence is between O(n −1/2 e θ * ∞ ) and O(n −1/2 ).
In this subsection, we have presented the main ideas to prove the consistency and asymptotic normality of the MLE for the case of binary weights. In the next two subsections, we apply similar ideas to the cases of continuous and discrete weights, respectively.
Continuous weights.
In the case of continuous weights, i.e. Ω = [0, ∞), ν is the Lebesgue measure, and a i,j , 1 ≤ i = j ≤ n are mutually independent exponential random variables with the density:
and the natural parameter space is
In communication networks, the value of an edge may be continuous. For example, if an edge denotes the talking time between two persons in a telephone network, then its weight is continuous. To follow the tradition that the rate parameters are positive in exponential families, we take the transformationθ = −θ,ᾱ i = −α i andβ j = −β j . The corresponding natural parameter space then becomes Θ = {θ :ᾱ i +β j > 0}.
Here, we denote by θ the MLE ofθ. The log-partition Z(θ) is i =j log(ᾱ i +β j ) and the likelihood equations are
Similar to Section 2.2., we define a system of functions:
The solution to the equation F (θ) = 0 is the MLE, and the Jacobin matrix F ′ (θ) of F (θ) can be calculated as follows. For i = 1, . . . , n,
It is not difficult to see that F ′ (θ * ) ∈ L n (m, M ) such that Proposition 1 can be applied, and the constants in the upper bounds of Theorem 8 are given in the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Assume thatθ * satisfies q n ≤ᾱ * i +β * j ≤ Q n for any 1 ≤ i = j ≤ n and
Then we have
The following lemma assures condition (2.5) holds with a large probability.
Lemma 5. With probability at least 1 − 4/n, we have
Theorem 3. Assume thatθ * satisfies q n ≤ᾱ * i +β * j ≤ Q n and A ∼ Pθ * . If Q n /q n = o{(n/ log n) 1/18 }, then as n goes to infinity, with probability approaching one, the MLE θ exists and satisfies
Again, note that both d i = k =i a i,k and b j = k =j a k,j are sums of n − 1 independent exponential random variables, and V = F ′ (θ * ) ∈ L n (m, M ) is the Fisher information matrix of θ. It is not difficult to show that the third moment of the exponential random variable with rate parameter λ is 6λ −3 . Under the assumption of 0 < q n ≤ᾱ * i +β * j ≤ Q n , we have
Note that if Q n /q n = o(n 1/2 ), the above expression goes to zero. This implies that the condition for the Lyapunov's central limit theorem holds. Therefore, v
, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3. If Q n /q n = o(n 1/2 ), then for any fixed k ≥ 1, as n → ∞, the vector consisting of the first k elements of S(g − E(g)) is asymptotically multivariate normal with mean zero and covariance matrix given by the upper k × k block of the matrix S.
By establishing a relationship between θ −θ * and S{g − E(g)}, we have the central limit theorem for the MLE θ.
2.4. Discrete weights. In the case of discrete weights, i.e. Ω = N 0 , ν is the counting measure, and a i,j , 1 ≤ i = j ≤ n are mutually independent geometric random variables with the probability mass function:
where α i + β j < 0. The natural parameter space is Θ = {θ : α i + β j < 0}. Again, we take the transformationθ = −θ,ᾱ i = −α i andβ j = −β j , and the corresponding natural parameter space becomesΘ = {θ :ᾱ i +β j > 0}.
The log-partition Z(θ) is i =j log(1 − e −(ᾱ i +β j ) ) and the likelihood equations are (2.6)
We first establish the existence and consistency of θ by applying Theorem 8. Define a system of functions:
The solution to the equation F (θ) = 0 is the MLE, and the Jacobin matrix F ′ (θ) of F (θ) can be calculated as follows: for i = 1, . . . , n,
Letθ * be the true parameter vector. It is not difficult to see F ′ (θ * ) ∈ L n (m, M ) so that Proposition 1 can be applied. The constants in the upper bounds of Theorem 8 are given in the following lemma.
Lemma 6. Assume thatθ * satisfies q n ≤ᾱ * i +β * j ≤ Q n for all i = j, A ∼ Pθ * and
Further, takeθ (0) =θ * and D = Ω(θ * , 2r) in Theorem 8, i.e. an open ball {θ : θ −θ * ∞ < 2r}. If q n − 4r > 0, then we can choose K 1 = 2(n − 1)e qn−4r (1 + e qn−4r )(e qn−4r − 1) −2 and K 2 = (n − 1)e qn−4r (1 + e qn−4r )(e qn−4r − 1) −2 .
The following lemma assures that the condition in the above lemma holds with a large probability.
Lemma 7. With probability at least 1 − 4n/(n − 1) 2 , we have
Theorem 5. Assume thatθ * satisfies q n ≤ᾱ * i +β * j ≤ Q n for all i = j and A ∼ Pθ * . If
n )e 6Qn = o(n 1/2 /(log n) 1/2 ) then as n goes to infinity, with probability approaching one, the MLE θ exists and satisfies
Note that both d i = j =i a i,j and b j = i =j a i,j are sums of n − 1 independent geometric random variables. Also note that q n ≤ᾱ * i +β * j ≤ Q n and V = F ′ (θ * ) ∈ L n (m, M ), thus we have
Using the moment-generating function of the geometric distribution, it is not difficult to verify that
. By simple calculations, we also have
).
It then follows
Note that if e Qn/2 /q n = o(n 1/2 ), the above expression goes to zero, which implies that the condition for the Lyapunov's central limit theorem holds. Therefore, for i = 1, . . . , n, v
is asymptotically standard normal if e Qn/2 /q n = o(n 1/2 ). Similarly, for i = 1, . . . , n, v
is also asymptotically standard normal if e Qn/2 /q n = o(n 1/2 ). Therefore, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 4. If e Qn/2 /q n = o(n 1/2 ), then for any fixed k ≥ 1, as n → ∞, the vector consisting of the first k elements of S{g − E(g)} is asymptotically multivariate normal with mean zero and covariance matrix given by the upper k × k block of the matrix S.
The central limit theorem for the MLE θ is stated as follows.
Theorem 6. If e 9Qn (1 + q −15 n ) = o{n 1/2 / log n}, then for any fixed k ≥ 1, as n → ∞, the vector consisting of the first k elements of θ −θ * is asymptotically multivariate normal with mean zero and covariance matrix given by the upper k × k block of the matrix S.
Remark 3. By Theorem 6, for any fixed i, as n → ∞, the convergence rate ofθ i is 1/v 1/2 i,i . Since (n − 1)e Qn (e Qn − 1) −2 ≤ v i,i ≤ (n − 1)e qn (e qn − 1) −2 , the rate of convergence is between O(n −1/2 e Qn/2 ) and O(n −1/2 e qn/2 ).
Comparison to the work of [19, 20] Haberman (1977) proved the uniform consistency and asymptotic normality of the MLE in the Rasch model for item response theory under the assumption that all unknown parameters are bounded by a constant. Haberman (1981, page 60) indicated "Since Holland and Leinhardt's p 1 model is an example of an exponential response model ..." and "The situation in the Holland-Leinhardt model is very similar, for their model under ρ = 0 is mathematically equivalent to the incomplete Rasch model with g = h and X ii unobserved". Therefore he claimed that the method of his 1977 paper can be extended to derive the consistency and asymptotical normality of the MLE in the p 1 model without reciprocity, but he didn't give a formal proof. These conclusions are premature. There are several reasons. First, in the item response experiments, the total g persons give answers (0 or 1) to the total h items. The experiments outcomes construct a bipartite directed graph since there are no responses between any two persons or two items while there exists edges in every pair of vertices of the directed graph considered in the present paper. Second, each vertex in the Rasch model is only assigned one parameter measuring the out-degree effect for persons or the in-degree effect for items while in the model (1.1), there exists these two parameters for each vertex simultaneously. Therefore, the model (1.1) can not be viewed as the equivalent Rasch model. Conversely, the Rasch model can be considered as a special case of the model (1.1) for the bipartite directed random graph. We also noted that Fischer [17] pointed out that the Rasch model can be considered as the Bradley-Terry model [7] for incomplete paired comparisons. [41] proved the uniform consistency and asymptotic normality of the MLE in the Bradley-Terry model with a diverging number of parameters. Third, in contrast to Haberman's (1977) proofs, our methods mainly utilize the approximate inverse of the Fisher information matrix and don't require the assumption of the constant upper bound on all the parameters, while his methods are based on the classical exponential family theory of [4, 5] . Therefore, we concluded that Haberman's (1977) work cannot be extended into the model (1.1).
3. Simulation studies. In this section, we evaluate the asymptotic results for model (1.1) through numerical simulations. The settings of parameter values take a linear form. Specifically, for the case with binary weights, we setᾱ * i+1 = (n − 1 − i)L/(n − 1) for i = 0, . . . , n − 1; for the case with discrete weights, we setᾱ * i+1 = 0.2 + (n − 1 − i)L/(n − 1) for i = 0, . . . , n − 1. In both cases, we considered four different values for L = 0, log(log n), (log n) 1/2 and log n. For the case with continuous weights, we setᾱ * i+1 = 1 + (n − 1 − i)L/(n − 1) for i = 0, . . . , n − 1 and a variety of L are considered: L = 0, log(log(n)), log(n) and n 1/2 . For the parameter values ofβ, letβ * i =ᾱ * i , i = 1, . . . , n − 1 for simplicity andβ * n = 0 by default. Note that by Theorems 2, 4 and 6,
are all asymptotically distributed as standard normal random variables, wherev i,i is the estimate of v i,i by replacingθ * with θ. Therefore, we assess the asymptotic normality ofξ i,j ,ζ i,j andη i,j using the quantile-quantile (QQ) plot. Further, we also record the coverage probability of the 95% confidence interval, the length of the confidence interval, and the frequency that the MLE does not exist. The results forξ i,j ,ζ i,j andη i,j are similar, thus only the results ofξ i,j are reported. Each simulation is repeated 10, 000 times.
We simulate two values 100 and 200 for n and find that the QQ-plots for them are similar. Therefore, we only shows the QQ-plots under n = 200 in Figure 1 to save space. In this figure, the horizontal and vertical axes are the theoretical and empirical quantiles, respectively, and the straight lines correspond to the reference line y = x. In Figure 1 for continuous weights, when L = log n, n 1/2 , the empirical quantiles coincide with the theoretical ones very well (The QQ plots when L = 0, log(log n)) are similar to those of L = log n and not shown). On the other hand, for binary and discrete weights, when L = 0 and log(log n), the empirical quantiles agree well with the theoretical ones while there are notable deviations when L = (log n) 1/2 . The QQ plots for L = 0 in the case of binary weights and for L = log(log n) in the case of discrete weights are not shown. When L = log n, the MLE did not exist in all repetitions (see Table 1 , thus the corresponding QQ plot could not be shown). Table 1 reports the coverage probability of the 95% confidence interval for α i − α j , the length of the confidence interval, and the frequency that the MLE did not exist. As we can see, the length of the confidence interval increases as L increases and decreases as n increases, which qualitatively agrees with the theory. In the case of continuous weights, the coverage frequencies are all close to the nominal level, while in the case of binary and discrete weights, when L = (log n) 1/2 (conditions in Theorem 6 no longer hold), the MLE often does not exist and the coverage frequencies for pair (1, 2) are higher than the nominal level; when L is log n, the MLE did not exist for all repetitions.
4. Summary and discussion. In this paper, we have derived the uniform consistency and asymptotic normality of MLEs in the directed ERGM with the bi-degree sequence as the sufficient statistics for a class of weighted edges including binary, continuous and infinite discrete weights when the number of vertices goes to infinity. In this class of models, a remarkable characterization is that the Fisher information matrix of the parameter vector is symmetric, nonnegative and diagonally dominant such that an approximately explicit expression of the MLE can be obtained.
In the case of discrete weights, only binary and infinite countable values have been considered. In the finite discrete case, we may assume a i,j takes values in the set Ω = {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}, where q is a fixed constant. By (1.1), it can be shown that the probability mass function of a i,j is of the form:
and the likelihood equations become:
It can be shown that the Fisher information matrix of θ is also in the class of matrices L n (m, M ) under certain conditions. Therefore, except for some more complex calculations in contrast with the binary case, there are no extra difficulty to show that the conditions of Theorem 1 hold, and the consistency and asymptotic normality of the MLE in the finite discrete case can also be expected. Further, our general results can also be applied to the Poisson model where a i,j follows:
in which the Fisher information matrix is a constant matrix. It is also worth to note that the conditions imposed on q n and Q n may not be the best possible. In particular, the conditions guaranteeing the asymptotic normality seem stronger than that guaranteeing the consistency. For example, in the case of continuous weights, the consistency requires Q n /q n = (n/ log n) 1/18 while the asymptotic normality requires Q n /q n = n 1/50 /(log n) 1/25 . Simulation studies suggest that the conditions on q n and Q n might be relaxed. We will investigate this in future studies and note that the asymptotic behavior of the MLE depends not only on q n and Q n , but also on the configuration of the parameters.
Finally, we discuss some issues related to the original Holland and Leinhardt's p 1 model. In their model, there are two other parameters (ρ and λ) that measure the strength of the reciprocal effect and the density of edges, and the sufficient statistic of the density parameter λ is a linear combination of the in-degrees of vertices or the out-degrees of vertices. Therefore, the item λ i =j a i,j
By making the transformation of parametersα i = α i + λ + β n andβ j = β j − β n , we obtain the model (1.1) when there is no reciprocal parameter ρ. Therefore, there is no difference in the effect of model fitting between with and without the density parameter. If only the reciprocal parameter is incorporated into (1.1), the simulation results in [46] indicate that the MLEs still enjoy the properties of the uniform consistency and asymptotic normality, in which the asymptotic variances of the MLEs are the correspondingly diagonal elements of the Fisher information matrix. Since the Fisher information matrix for the parameter vector (ρ, α 1 , . . . , α n , β 1 , . . . , β n−1 ) is the extension of that for (α 1 , . . . , α n , β 1 , . . . , β n ) with only a new row and a column, by the Sherman-Morrison formula, we can also obtain an approximate inverse but with a very complex form. In order to see whether there are simple forms of asymptotic variances similar to the diagonal elements of the approximate matrix S, we did some additional simulations and the results shew that the asymptotic variances for the MLEα i ,β j are still those defined in this paper and that ofρ is 1/var( i =j a i,j a j,i ). It would be of interest to investigate whether this conclusion holds and to see whether the current methods of proofs can be expanded. [23, 15, 34, 13 ] discussed how to test the fit of the p 1 model. Since the likelihood ratio test for comparing the fit of two models crucially depends on the properties of the MLE, the asymptotic behavior of the MLE has an impact on the asymptotic distribution of the likelihood ratio test. In view of that the MLE keeps good asymptotic properties in model (1.1), we believe the conjectures on the asymptotic distribution of the likelihood ratio test in these references for testing the fit of p 1 model are reasonable.
Proofs of lemmas and theorems.
In this section we give proofs for the lemmas and theorems presented in Section 2.
5.1. Preliminaries. We first present the Hoeffding's inequality for bounded independent random variables, the concentration inequality for independent sub-exponential random variables and the interior mapping theorem of the mean parameter space, and establish the geometric rate of convergence for the Newton iterative algorithm to solve a system of likelihood equations that will be used in this section.
Hoeffding's inequality.
Theorem 7 (Hoeffding's inequality). Let X 1 , . . . , X n be independent random variables with
5.1.2.
Uniqueness of the MLE. Let σ Ω be a σ-algebra over the set of weight values Ω and ν be a canonical σ-finite probability measure on (Ω, σ Ω ). In this paper, ν is the Lebesgue measure in the case of continuous weight and the counting measure in the case of discrete weight. Denote ν n(n−1) by the product measure on Ω n(n−1) . Let P be all the probability distributions on Ω ( n 2 ) that are absolutely continuous with respective to ν ( n 2 ) . Define the mean parameter space M to be the set of expected degree vectors tied to θ from all distributions P ∈ P:
Since a convex combination of probability distributions in P is also a probability distribution in P, the set M is necessarily convex. If there is no linear combination of the sufficient statistics in an exponential family distribution that is constant, then the exponential family distribution is minimal. It is true for the probability distribution (1.1). If the natural parameter space Θ is open, then P is regular. By the general theory for a regular and minimal exponential family distribution (Theorem 3.3 of Wainwright and Jordan, 2008), the gradient of the log-partition function maps the natural parameter space Θ to the interior of the mean parameter space M, and this mapping ∇Z : Θ → M
• is bijective. Note that the solution to ∇Z(θ) = g is precisely the MLE of θ. Thus we have established the following. Ω(x, r) denote the open ball {y ∈ R 2n−1 : x − y ∞ < r} and Ω(x, r) be its closure, where x ∈ R 2n−1 . We will use Newton's iterative sequence to prove the existence and consistency of the MLE. Convergence properties of the Newton's iterative algorithm have been studied by many mathematicians [24, 32, 33, 42, 35] . For the ad-hoc system of likelihood equations considered in this paper, we establish a fast geometric rate of convergence for the Newton's iterative algorithm given in the following theorem.
Theorem 8. Define a system of equations:
where f (·) is a continuous function with the third derivative. Let D ⊂ R 2n−1 be a convex set and assume for any x, y, v ∈ D, we have
where F ′ (θ) is the Jacobin matrix of F on θ and
. ., are well-defined and satisfy
Further, lim k→∞ θ (k) exists and the limiting point is precisely the solution of F (θ) = 0 in the range of θ ∈ Ω(θ (0) , 2r).
Proof. We prove θ (k) ∈ Ω(θ (0) , 2r) by induction on k. Note that
thus the result holds for the base case k = 1. Now assume that for i = 1, . . . , k, we have
Without loss of generality, we assume
By the mean value theorem, Proposition 1 and (5.1), we have
By (5.2), it follows that
Similarly, for i = 1, . . . , 2n − 1, we have
In view of (5.6), (5.7) and (5.8), we have
where ρ is defined in (5.4). By repeating the above process, we will obtain:
Consequently, if ρr < 1/2, then
This shows θ (k+1) ∈ Ω(θ (0) , 2r) and (5.5) holds. By (5.9), {θ (k+1) } ∞ k=0 is a Chauchy sequence. Thus, θ := lim k→∞ θ (k) exists and lies in Ω(θ (0) , 2r). The result that θ is a solution follows in the usual way from
5.2. Proofs in the case of binary weights.
Proof of Lemma 2.
For fixed n, we first derive K 1 and K 2 in the inequalities (5.1) and (5.2), respectively. Let x, y ∈ R 2n−1 and
Then, for i = 1, . . . , n, we have
By the mean value theorem for vector-valued functions (Lang, 1993 , p.341), we have
Similarly, for i = n+1, . . . , 2n−1, we also have
and for any vector v ∈ R 2n−1 ,
Therefore, we could choose K 1 = n − 1 and
, where
Note that
By the assumption of (2.3) and Lemma 1, we have
5.2.2.
Proof of Lemma 3. By Hoeffding's inequality, we have
Therefore,
Similarly, we have
Consequently,
This is equivalent to Lemma 3.
5.2.3.
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that condition (2.3) holds. Recall the Newton's iterates
If θ * ∞ ≤ τ log n with the constant τ satisfying 0 < τ < 1/16, then as n → ∞, n −1/2 (log n) 1/2 e 8 θ * ≤ n −1/2+8τ (log n) 1/2 → 0. By Lemma 2 and condition (2.3), for sufficiently small r,
Therefore, if θ * ∞ ≤ τ log n, then ρr → 0 as n → ∞. Consequently, by Theorem 8, lim n→∞ θ (n) exists. Denote the limit as θ, then it satisfies
By Lemma 3, condition (2.3) holds with probability approaching one, thus the above inequality also holds with probability approaching one. The uniqueness of the MLE comes from Proposition 5. Lemma 9. Assume that the conditions in Theorem 1 hold. If θ * ∞ ≤ τ log n and τ < 1/40, then for any i, By Lemmas 8 and 9, if θ * ∞ ≤ τ log n and τ < 1/44, then
Theorem 2 follows directly from Proposition 2.
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